We propose a systematic modelling of the nonholonomic mobile manipulators built from a robotic arm mounted on a wheeled mobile platform. It extends the fundamental notions of nonholonomy, mobility and manaeuvrability to the case of these hybrid holonomiclnonholonomic systems. It offers unambiguous definitions and models to the designer of kinematic control laws.
Introduction
For an "intelligent" robot, most imaginable tasks require locomotion and manipulation abilities. Mobile manipulators combine these abilities, thus extending workspace for manipulation, allowing new strategies to help navigation, etc. Additionally they seem particularly suitable for human-like tasks. Different categories of mobile manipulators have been designed in the past ten years. They are mainly differentiated hy their mode of locomotion [2, 51 and then classified according to their platforms: walking robots, wheeled platforms, sub-sea systems, free-flying space robots, etc.
In this paper we consider the case of wheeled mobile manipulators, which represent an important part of mobile manipulators involved in indoor robotics. These systems are surely the simplest. However, they are subjected to constraints -termed as nonholonomic-due to the rolling without slipping (rw.s.) of the wheels on the ground. In spite of the early study of nonholonomic platforms [S, I] , the systematic modelling of these systems is quite recent [6] . It may be the reason why all the studies of wheeled mobile manipulators, to our knowledge, deal with a particular system. Most of the time this system is based on a platform with two independently driven wheels [I I] . The aim of this paper is to extend the State of the Art in modelling to provide convenient tools to describe the geometry and the kinematic modelling of wheeled mobile manipulaton. We first model independently the platform in paragraph 2.1 -&d then the robotic arm in paragraph 2:2. The modelling ofthe mobile manipulator will be finally established in part 3. This article-aims to he pedagogic. Thus, every notion is illustrated through the example of the planar mobile manipulator represented in Figure I , built from a car-like platform and a two-joint robotic arm.
_--. .._ The wheeled mobile platforms are properly described and modelled by G. Campion et al. in [6] . I n this section, we introduce only the elements which are necessary in our study. Only minor changes have been done purposely fa be consistent with the modelling of mobile manipulators.
Description of the platform
We assume that the mobile platform moves on a planar horizontal surface. Let R = (0, f fj, he any fixed frame with Z vertical and R' = (O', Z', f , 2) a mobile frame linked to the platform. The origin of R' is usually chosen as a remarkable point of this platform (e.g. the midpoint of the rear axle). The location' of the platform is given by the mp = 3 - spectively the abscissa and the ordinate of 0' in R and B the angle (2> 2'). The set of all the locations constitutes the location space of the platform, denoted by M,.
The mobile platforms wheels can be classified in four types (see Figure 2 ): the fixed wheels for which the axle has a fixed direction: the steering wheels, for which the orientation axis passes through the center of the wheel; a the castor wheels, for which the orientation axis does not pass through the center of the wheel:
the Swedish wheels, which are similar to the fixed wheels, with the exception of an additional parameter (y) that describes the direction, with respect to the wheels plane, of the zero component of the velocity at the contact point [6] . where the associated matrices are given in [6] . Equation (1) expresses the constraint in the vertical plane of the wheel and equation (2) in the vertical plane orthogonal to the wheel; they are said to be nonholonomic since they cannot he integrated.
,pyT.,' ' It is assumed that the wheels always keep their shapewhich is sensible in indoor robotics -and that there is always ~w . s .
of the wheels on the ground. 
Instantaneous kinematic models
If we take into account the stmctnres of C1 and C, we can separate (2) in two parts:
CI,(P,)RT(Bj i, + c 2 & = 0.
6, , is termed as the degree of mobility of rhe mobileplatform [6] . From the previous calculus. we conclude that there exists a & -dimensional vector qp such that:
We will term it as the conrrol of mobility of the plarform and equation (5) forms the instantaneous location kinematic model (ILKM) of the mobile platform. Now, when ti ,, b,) ( or equivalently (qp, C, ) with (5) and (6)) are known, the whole generalized velocity qp is known from (1) (2). If This vehicle is equivalent to a car with only one steering wheel in the front, on the longitudinal axis of the vehide2, and two fixed wheels on the same axle, in the back.
The wheels are numbered as follows: I= left back wheel, 2 = right back wheel, 3 =front wheel.
We denote by p3 = p., the orientation of the steering wheel, In this case, equations (1) and (2) write: a, = C, ,
with (see Figure I ): Figure 3 ). This last model uses the Jacobian matrix J,(q,) of the function f,: Ja(q,) = $, The configurations such that the rank of J,,(q,) decreases are singular kinematic configurations and the problem, robotic arm and task, is redundant when na > ma.
We define the vector of the kinematic control of the robotic ann by:
Modelling of mobile manipulators
In the case of holonomic manipulators, IKM are used. They are linear maps -for a given configuration ~ between the derivatives of location and configuration. These models are used for velocity control schemes and motion generation. The associated notions of redundancy, manipulability [I21
and singular configurations allow to answer locally the following quest,ions: e Redundancy: is there a choice in the motion of the mechanical system for a given motion of the EE ? And, what is the dimension of the space of solutions?
Singular configurations: for which configurations -when they exist ~ does the dimension of the available EE velocities decrease? e Manipulability: for a given configuration, what is the ability of the system to provide EE velocities in any directions? In the case of wheeled mobile manipulators, we are led to define IKM and to reconsider the previous notions. Nonetheless, it can be remarked that concerning wheeled systems, the different components of the configuration play a different role. Indeed:
Generally, we are not interested in imposing the angular values p of the wheels but rather in fixing the location of the platform. Moreover, the ability to produce EE velocities does not depend on the value of p. In many cases, two platform configurations for which only the angles 'p differ share the same properties and are not distinguishable from the task viewpoint.
e When the system has steering wheels, the ability to produce EE velocities depends on the orientation value p, hut not on its derivative. Moreover, when no dynamic phenomena are taken into account, the steerability control is independent of any component of the configuration. Thus we are led to consider IKM in location and configuration and to characterize a kinematic control vector made of two parts: a mobility control vector -the only one that acts on the EE velocities ~ and a manoeuvrability control vector taking into account the steering velocity of the wheels when it exists. 
Models of a mobile manipulator
The kinematic model (KM) sets the location of its EE as a fimction of the robotic arm configuration and ofthe platform location:
The shape of the mobile manipulators we are studying is shown in Figure 3 , regardless of the type of wheels. Remark that f is a function of q. We also define the insranraneous configuration kinematic model (ICKM) by analogy with the case of the mobile platforms. When the platform ICKM is known, from equation (7) 
Example
We consider the mobile manipulator shown in Figure 1 , where b = 0 for the sake of simplicity. We reduce the location to the planar position of the EE in the horizontal plane.
Arm modelling:
The robotic ann is built from two (n, = 2) bodies (of which lengths are respectively al and az), articulated by two rotoid joints with vertical parallel axes. 00 is linked to the base of this robotic ann and O3 is the center of the EE. The robotic ann configuration is given by the rotation angles q., and qo, and so q, = [qa, q.,IT. We define the EE location only by the planar position of The configuration is q = [qa, qa2 9 1 p 2 vs x y 8 PSIT. 
Discussion
The usual notions of singularity, redundancy and manipulability must be discussed from this kinematic modelling. It can be remarked that mobility and steerability plays different roles with respect to the EE velocities. The class of mobile manipulators that have no controlled steering wheels leads to the simplest analysis : the usual techniques of ann kinematic control can be used by essentially_replac-ing the map : 5, = J ( q , ) q , by the map 5 = J q , i. e.
relying only on the ILKM.
When dealing with steering wheels, the properties are not so obvi,ous to adapt. In a given configuration, the EE velocity t depends only on the mobility control vector q.
Thus, singularities and manipulability still are defined by the ILKM. But, if redundancy means infinity of solutions for q when E is imposed at a given configuration q. then the rank of does not characterize redundancy. So, is the notion of redundancy of any use when there is no direct mapping between one generalized velocity component -the steering velocity -and the EE velocity ? or, is it necessary to adapt this notion to rely on an indirectly imposed law on steering wheels ? Note also, that this modelling has proved to be useful to control the mobile manipulator when the EE motion is imposed [41 and that manipulability (relative to mobility control) has been used as a criterion to be maximized in a kinematic control scheme [3] .
